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SSSpppooottt PPPlllaaayyy SSSpppaaaccckkkllleee
OR Filling the Cracks in your Spot Play

by Scott Koonce

OK, so you've been working hard on a spot play with the HTR Robot.
You've tested and adjusted various stats and rules to finally come up
with the results that you're satisfied with, or even proud of.

You click "Save As Spot Play", and your new play now has a number
( let's say # 9 ), which makes it "official".

Now you're ready to play it forward, trying to get the same results in
the future.

But are we really playing the same spot play in the future?
The answer in many cases is No !
And how could this possibly happen?

This can happen because your play may have included a wider range
of parameters than you actually got results from.
Parameters that did NOT represent the final results. = "cracks".
But unless we fill them, these "cracks" will be used in the future.
And this is where the "spackle" comes into play.
Look for parameters that have zero results.
Then checking if that stat is not there because you blocked it ,
OR – Did the results just not find any "candidates" for that particular
parameter ?
In which case, you just found a "crack" that needs spackle.

Remember that we are looking for parameters representing the results
we ended up with in our final tests.

For example, run the spot play again using "Learn More".
This is a good test because it shows the results in increments for each
category.
(Later you can use "Learn All" and "Learn Tour")
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Some of the categories in """LLLeeeaaarrrnnn MMMooorrreee""" include:
Distance, Surface, EPR, Vi, Lay, Age, Fld. Size, K rating, FC, HTR etc.

Remember, we can only adjust the low and high ratings in Learn More.
So with anything in between, you'll have to construct a separate play.

Now look at the results of Spot # 9 for each category.

Let's take EPR, and start at the lowest rating.

Are there no results (only zeros) for a certain low range?
For example does EPR 80-89 have any results in your spot play?
If not, then use some "spackle", go into the Range Filters and set the
EPR range to NOT include those numbers.

What about certain surfaces and distances? – Same thing.

What about the HTR Rating?
Look at the lowest rating you have results for.
Then look at the next lower rating with No Results.
Are you going to leave that range in the spot play?

The point is, you DO NOT KNOW if leaving a lower range in there (or
even higher), will get the same results.
You only know what range was in the results of your final tests!

If you leave ranges of parameters in the spot play that were NOT part
of the results, then you are not playing the same spot play forward,
= the play that got your final results!.

So in order to play the same spot forward, you need to go in, and trim
the parameters to only the ones that achieved the results. And many
times you have to re-test within a range to find the exact parameter !

For example let's take Layoff:
Look at the longest layoff you have in the results for Spot # 9
Let's say it is (somewhere) in the 29-65 range.
This is a large 36 day range.
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Your task is to re-run the test, each time changing the lay-day until you
find the exact day of your longest layoff. You can do this by "halving"
the range of days in question.
1. Then checking each time to see if you still have the same number of
total plays in your results.
2. Then at some point you will see that the total number of plays has
decreased.
3. Then go back to the previous lay day that had the complete play
total, and THAT'S THE LONGEST LAYOFF !

Remember that after you pinpoint the longest layoff, you do not know if
horses with longer layoffs will win in the future, but you DO KNOW that
none were included in your results.
So set the Lay Range to only include the longest layoff.
Then after you "correct" each parameter, click "Re-Save This Play".
Then go to the next, finding the exact cutoff point of your results.

Same thing with Vi. Look at the lowest Vi results for # 9.
Then look at the next lowest with no results.
You do not know if races with a lower Vi will win for your play, but you
DO KNOW they were not part of the selections for # 9.
So find the lowest VI in the results and eliminate any lower ones.

NNNooottteee::: Concerning the HTR2 "NNNeeegggaaatttiiivvveeesss" Screen:
It is a MUST to get your spot play " in sync " with this screen !
You may or may not want your play to pick horses that lost their last
race by 20+ lengths etc,= " Big Loser ", or some of the other negatives.
1. Run your play in " LLLeeeaaarrrnnn AAALLLLLL".
2. When done, scroll down to the Negative results (past Bad Fr3).
3. Start with "Big Loser " and look down the list of about 10 factors.
4. See if there are any that have no plays ( = 0 ) ?
5. If so, then go back to the yellow NNNeeegggaaatttiiivvveeesss""" SSScccrrreeeeeennn (on the left side)

and check the "NNNooo" Box next to that factor.
In fact there are times that you can find there WAS a play for one of
these neg. factors, BUT IT LOST !! = Check NO for that factor,
and instantly increase your Win% AND ROI !
Leaving your play open to run negative factors that were not part of
the original results (winners), can be a killer in the future !
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AAAlllsssooo::: You need to run "Learn Tour Special", then check factors in
"Tour" and "Special Systems" Screens to see what did not have
results. Then Spackle.
For example: On the "Tour" screen, look at the list under "Race
Separation"/ "Race Outlook" Let's take "Very Chalky" through "Bombs
Away". Are there any categories (on the top or bottom) of the list, that
do not have results ? If so, you would go in and check only the ones
that have results.
You can also check the "Tour" and "Special Systems" screens for
Improve Rating, Buzz, Neg. #, Run Style, Race Pace, Not Tour/Bomb,
Bad KMS, NO Bad KMS, 99's, No 99's etc.

I mentioned eliminating factors at the top or bottom of some lists.
It doesn't make sense to go in and eliminate factors in the middle of a
"curve". For example you wouldn't (normally) eliminate "Race Outlook
Value" and keep the factors above and below. i.e.: "Mixed and Wide
Open", even though there may be no results in "Race Outlook Value".

This is the concept for Spot Play Spackle with some intuitive
exceptions. For instance, maybe your play didn't have any Buzz = 3+
in the results. However, you intuitively know that more Buzz is only a
good thing. And you also know that Bz 3+ is an individual stat and not
every horse in the race will have that. So Leave it In. Also Neg# = 0.
If improve rating has no results in "Yes = 0", check the other boxes.

And if you feel that a certain range of qualifications should be kept
"open" because it can only help, well you know your spot play best, but
keep in mind that you will not be playing the exact range that matched
your final results.

So far we have talked a lot about the lower range for parameters in

LLLeeeaaarrrnnn MMMooorrreee.
But what about the higher range? Should we "trim" some of those too?
Well we talked about Buzz 3+ (in Tour) and why it is good.
But what about things like EPR 110-115.
What if you don't have any results for that range?
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More than likely (in the future) if your # 9 spot did pick a horse
in that EPR range, it would be running against other competition in that
same range. Will you win with that group of horses?
It is possible, but you don't know, and you have no results from that
range to prove it. = Eliminate that range.

This action also includes the idea that some horses run well, within
their niche (or rung) along the ladder of hierarchy.
It's amazing how some spot play winning results are grouped together
within a concise rung or two along a particular parameter.
Not too high and not too low.

As Clint Eastwood said, " A man's got to know his limitations."
And so it is with horses too.

SSSpppooottt PPPlllaaayyy SSSpppaaaccckkkllleee is just a way to tighten and clean up a play based
on what you actually KNOW, (rather than what you don't know, or are
hoping for, or guessing at), in order to get as close as possible to the
results that made it your spot play in the first place.

And that's what we're looking for, right ? = Results !!

In any case, you'll know that you're using the same play going forward,
and can get an accurate estimate of its performance.

Clear & Fast

~ Paladin


